Check21 Solutions Designed For Retailers And Businesses

With new Back Office Conversion (BOC) rules in place, retailers and businesses that accept paper checks at the point-of-acceptance, or face-to-face environment, can now eliminate the need of a check scanner at every payment counter, and the need to obtain a signature at the point-of-sale. Eligible checks, received at the point-of-acceptance are now retained by the merchant, scanned at a later time in the back office, then converted into ACH transactions.

EFT Network's Check21PLUS BOC is designed for grocery stores, c-stores, department stores, medical facilities, and businesses of any size to accept and process all types of paper items into electronic deposits to provide retailers with quick access to funds, while speeding up the check out process.

Make electronic deposits in your back office. At any time of the day, the checks are scanned in the back office. Access your check images and payment status around the clock. All you need is a personal computer with internet access, and a scanner. Place the checks through the scanner, and watch each paper check convert into an electronic image, resulting in an electronic deposit into your bank account.

Key Features
- 24/7 Access to your payment status around the clock
- Highly Flexible to support any check payment type and volume
- CAR/LAR improves speed and accuracy in the capture process, resulting in major savings in data entry/processing time, and error reduction
- Data Security all data transmission is performed via a secure web-based system

Benefits
- Speed up check out process
- All you need is a personal computer with internet access and a scanner
- Reduce trips to the bank
- Faster funds availability
- Reduce Cost by consolidating your banking business with EFT Network
- Upload detailed paid data files into your existing accounts receivable system

It’s Simple

Notification Sign. Merchants are required to have a notice that is prominently posted and in plain view of the customer notifying customers that by using a check for payment, they agree to the following terms:

1. Authorize conversion of the check to an electronic debit
2. Funds maybe withdrawn from your account as soon as the same day
3. You will not receive your check back from your financial institution

In addition, the receipt given to the customer must contain the same language. What’s more, there are no disruptions during the check out process.